
WELCOME TO ESKIMO - BEAUTIFUL RADIATORS, ROBUST ENGINEERING

We are designers and engineers, dedicated to saving the World from ugly, inefficient, impractical 
radiators and towel rails. We’ve been around since 2001 and we design and make everything 
ourselves in the UK. 

Whether the emphasis is on blending into a scheme or creating impact, our forms and finishes 
will fit beautifully into your vision with our collection of water and electric models.
All of our products are designed and developed with the same key principles of clean lines, 
meticulous engineering and total controllability. Coupled with stunning finishes that satisfy your 
design eye. We’ve hidden valve options that offer monolithic beauty, we’re the people that 
designed and developed Hinge & Bracket, the first accessible hidden thermostatic valve system. 
And our electric innovation means that controllability and energy efficiency is exemplary.

We believe, passionately, that a radiator’s primary function is to provide as much heat from as 
small a space as possible, which is why our radiators have the highest heat outputs of any good 
looking radiators in the World. Innovative, energy efficient, electric products with accompanying 
controls and home automation - enables us to offer you cost effective product design.

OK, so we know that some of you choose us for our looks alone, and why not, we are pretty tasty? 
But we think we’re like the contestant at a beauty pageant with a double first in physics; there’s so 
much more to us than our perfect proportions. And we believe in world peace.

In our lookbook brochure you’ll find plenty of product shots, some product information and a bit of 
practical help. For more detailed information, visit our website, which is constantly updated with the 
latest, including up to date size and price lists. So if you’re in a hurry or need to know where to buy, 
just go to www.eskimodesign.co.uk. You can call us any time too, on: +44 (0)207 117 0110.

We design everything at our design studio in Bristol, and manufacture from our own factory in 
Birmingham. We are also proud to say that we work with skilled suppliers across the UK, we call 
them our ‘Eskimo experts’. Who are just as excited and as passionate as us about great design 
that combines modern aesthetics with technical reliability and intelligence. 

ESKIMO – LOVE MAKING HEAT



RADIATORS. WHERE DO I BEGIN?

The right size to meet my heat loss requirement 
Start by establishing the heat output that you require from your radiator(s). To do this you’ll need to 
do a room heat loss calculation and this can be done by your plumber, your retailer, architect, 
interior designer or yourself. We have designed a very helpful and very easy heat calculator on our 
website, just find ‘technical’ in our top navigation and there is a drop down ‘heat loss calculator’. 
Here: http://eskimodesign.co.uk/heat-loss-calculator/
In just a few quick and easy steps, you’ll end up with the watts required from your radiator(s). If you 
are working in British Thermal Units, simply multiply that result by 3.412. 
All outputs are at operating temperatures of Delta T50.
All of our products are compliant with British and European regulations.

You can then select the radiator size from our Eskimo collections. We have plenty of standard 
sizes to meet your needs but we are also champions of bespoke sizes. 
And we have stock products too if your budgets or timelines are tight.

The perfect radiator design to complement my space  
You know what you want but if you don’t, we can help with these decisions. With designs and 
finishes to complement your interior design, whether a simple white, paint colour match, unique 
feature finish or dual purpose - like our Supermirror, mirror radiator. We’ve undoubtedly got the 
solution. Additionally, we can meet your pipe centres if they are unable to be re-adjusted. 
Water radiators or electric radiators, Eskimo make things simple.

Do my Eskimo radiators have a warranty?  
Yes of course, all of our products come with a 5 year warranty. And because we design and make 
everything ourselves, our customer service is direct and helpful. Sure, we have Ts & Cs but our 
priority is happy customers, so you can rest assured that whatever the problem, there will be a 
solution. More importantly, eskimo products are well made, high end pieces of functional design.
Warranties are subject to correct installation to current standards / water treatments and use.  

What is eskimolow?  
This is our ‘every day’ designer radiator range with the lowest price points. Finishes such as 
RAL 9016 matt traffic white, Blackboard and Brushed Stainless are included in this collection.

PG 49 
GORDON - FLASH DRYING TOWEL RAILS 
(ELECTRIC) REAR FLEX EXIT     
Wall mounted. Stock sizes available.
Hang your towel vertically. 
Dries your towels in a third of the time, compared to ladder rails.
 
PG 55
THE HOLY RAIL 
(CENTRAL HEATING OR ELECTRIC)
UNDERSIDE CONNECTIONS     
Wall mounted. A dual purpose design, heating your room, warming your towels.
Aluminium high output radiators, with two colour combinations. 
Hinge & Bracket hidden valves available. Energy efficient electric models avail-
able.

PG 56
NOW AVAILABLE
Recently launched products.
Square Column and Plated finishes for our flat panel Outline radiators. 

PG 58 
INNOVATIVE ELECTRIC PRODUCTS     
Complete controllability to save you money, save energy and look good.
Delta Dore’s Tydom controls enable perfect RF home automation.

PG 60 & 61 
VALVES & HIDDEN VALVES
BEAUTIFUL VALVES ON SHOW OR HIDDEN VALVES     
Options for both thermostatic & manual valves, available in a multitude of 
finishes. Or, for lovers of clean lines, select hidden valve Hinge & Bracket models. 

PG 62-65 
SPECIAL CONNECTIONS & TOWEL RAIL POSITIONS

PG 66 
BLEEDING & BALANCING

PG 68 
ESKIMO’S STANDARD RAL COLOUR FINISHES

PG 69-71 
ESKIMO’S STUNNING SPECIAL FINISHES

PG 72 
HOW TO CLEAN YOUR RADIATOR

ESKIMO BROCHURE ISSUE 8
PG 5
COLUMN RADIATORS (CENTRAL HEATING)
‘RON/LEGGY’ RON RADIATOR 
SIDE CONNECTIONS/INNER LEG-SIDE CONNECTIONS          
Wall mounted / Floor mounted
Modular aluminium high output radiators.
 
PG 13 
COLUMN RADIATORS (CENTRAL HEATING)
‘COLUMN’ RADIATOR 
SIDE CONNECTIONS          
Wall mounted / Floor mounted (see pg 16-17). Stock sizes available.
Modular aluminium high output radiators.

PG 19 
THE JORBA - TOWEL RAIL FOR COLUMN 
No fixings, designed for ease of use. Open ended, plenty of hanging space.
Due to its tapered form, this beautiful ergonomic rail grips effortlessly to Column.
 
PG 21
OUTLINE RADIATORS 
(CENTRAL HEATING OR ELECTRIC)
UNDERSIDE CONNECTIONS     
Wall mounted.
Matching towel rails can be applied.
Aluminium high output radiators, with various front fascias.
Bespoke sizes available for water models. 
Hinge & Bracket hidden valves available.
Energy efficient electric models available.

The Outline radiator collection special finishes:
CONCRETE
Real concrete veneer, beautifully finished and selected for contemporary living.

WOODY inc. eco Bamboo  
Combining the unique aesthetic properties of wood or bamboo, with the 
thermal performance of aluminium.

GONG
Skillfully patinated copper or brass, applied to Eskimo’s super-powerful 
radiators. Tactile room statements.

RUSTY
An exclusive steel finish, hand patinated, to create a stunning palette of Autumnal tones.

CLIFF 
Natural stone veneers, commanding and monolithic.

SUPERMIRROR
Super-high polished stainless steel front fascia, giving a near-perfect reflection. 

BRASSY
Eskimo’s glamorous, highly polished real brass radiator. 

POP
A pop art inspired six colour resin surface, designed and created as a piece 
of functional art. 
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RON/LEGGY RON - MATT ALUMINIUM FINISH 

RON / LEGGY RON CENTRAL HEATING ONLY

Eskimo’s range of elliptical aluminium column radiators.
With or without legs. With or without towel bars. 
Crossing the boundary between contemporary and classic. Its styling cues include 
1950s aircraft technology and the traditional school house radiator. 

Heights (mm) - 200, 400, 600, 1000, 1500, 1800. Add 107mm to each height for floor mounted models with legs
Lengths (mm) - Each module is 52mm. Lengths from 156 (three modules), to 2600 (fifty modules). 
Outputs (watts @ Delta T50) - 103w to 6677w

Price range  - £169 + VAT > £6,677 + VAT

Colours:
29 standard RAL colours available
Or choose any other RAL or paint colour that you like using our colour matching service
Metallic colours; Fopp, Maggie, Compost

Metal finishes:
Polished aluminium
Anodised matt aluminium
Anodised gold

Sublimation print finishes: Copper Pipe, Antique, Shipyard

Accessories: Towel bars available for this model. Floor mounting legs available for this model.

Lead time: 4-6 weeks. Sublimation print finishes 6-8 weeks.

Valves: Wall mounted RON radiators have side connections.
We recommend a set of angled valves.

Valves: Floor mounted RON radiators have inner leg-side connections.
We recommend a set of corner valves. You will need to specify left or right hand flow.

Connections: Wall mounted RON - side connections. 
Floor mounted Leggy RON - inner leg-side connections.

Product material: Aluminium throughout.
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CLIFF - ELECTRIC 
In ‘Flint Eastwood’ stone finish
(IMPORTANT: For an accurate visual of this 
stone veneer finish, please see your local 
Eskimo retailer for samples)
You Square Outline radiator
724mm H x 724mm W x 61mm D
£1,106 + VAT
Lead time 6 weeks
870 watts / 2969 Btu/Hr

Part no. DE72.472.4S-CL
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LEGGY RON - COPPER PIPE PRINT FINISH 
Crossing the boundary between contemporary and classic. C
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LEGGY RON - COLOUR FINISH
At 307mm H with legs, this little Leggy Ron is perfect for under sills or shelving. 
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RON - GOLD ANODISED FINISH
RON is a modular, aluminium, high output radiator - allowing you to add as many sections 
as you need, from 1 to 50. Perfect for glamorous statements. C
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RON (WITH TOWEL RAIL(S) - POLISHED ALUMINIUM FINISH
The matching elliptical towel rail is proportionately matched 
to the elliptical sections of the radiator.
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LEGGY RON - COLOUR FINISH
Inner leg-side connections. C
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RON - WHITE FINISH
With 6 heights available and 1-50 modular sections to create your desired width, 
you can achieve the perfect aesthetic and the perfect temperature. 
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COLUMN - THE FRONZE - GUNMETAL/BRONZE COLOUR FINISH

COLUMN CENTRAL HEATING

Eskimo’s range of beautifully compact aluminium column radiators.
With or without legs. With or without towel bars. Stock sizes available.
From our eskimolow ‘every day’ designer radiator range.
Space saving with a slender, perfectly formed tubular design. No ugly gaps or fixings.
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Heights (mm) - 200, 400, 600, 1000, 1500, 1800. Add 100mm to each height for floor mounted models with feet 
Lengths (mm) - Each module of 14 tubes is 233mm. From 233 (one module), to 2912 (12 modules)
Outputs (watts @ Delta T50) - 579w to 2640w

Price range - £199 + VAT > £2,193 + VAT  Cost of Column feet - £65 + VAT (per foot) (stock colours apply)

Stock sizes:

Colours:
2 stock colours available. RAL 9016 matt Traffic White or The Fronze (gunmetal/bronze colour finish).
Or choose any other RAL or paint colour that you like using our colour matching service.

Accessories: Towel bars available. Feet available. Enquire with your retailer for availability.

Lead time: 2-3 days for stock sizes (subject to availability). 2-4 weeks for everything else.

Valves: Wall mounted COLUMN radiators have side connections.
We recommend a set of angled valves.

Valves: Floor mounted COLUMN radiators have side connections.
We recommend a set of angled valves.

Connections: Wall mounted COLUMN - side connections. 
Floor mounted Leggy COLUMN - side connections.

Product material: Aluminium throughout.

 

Dimensions (mm) 
H X L X D

watts
RAL 9016 

£
The Fronze £

1800x233x95 1522 314 393
1500x476x95 2614 714 892
600x720x95 1736 686 857

400x1207x95 2047 942 1178

COLUMN - stock size & price list - excluding VAT

Subject to stock availability. Prices may increase seasonally, 
contact Eskimo on 0207 117 0110.

13
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COLUMN - THE FRONZE - GUNMETAL/BRONZE COLOUR FINISH
Depending on your interior colourways and the light within it, The Fronze finish can 
appear on a colour spectrum of silver gunmetal shades to opulent bronze tones.
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COLUMN - RAL 9016 MATT TRAFFIC WHITE
If you select one of our space saving stock sizes like this 1800mm H, not only can you have it in 2-3 days 
(subject to availability) but the Traffic White models are incredibly price competitive.
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COLUMN - FLOOR MOUNTED
You can select stock sizes like this 400mm H (500mm H with feet) x 1207mm W x 95m D, in The Fronze finish
or RAL 9016 matt traffic white. Receiving it in 2-3 days, (subject to availability).   
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BEAUTIFUL FEET FOR FLOOR MOUNTED COLUMN RADIATORS 
Inspired by the art deco architecture of London’s Battersea Power Station.
Designed using the Japanese concept of Poka-Yoke (mistake-proofing).

This drawing is our property.
It can't be reproduced
or communicated without
our written agreement.

SCALE   1:1

eskimo design
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COLUMN TOWEL RAIL - ‘THE JORBA’ 
Select either polished aluminium or any RAL or colour match finish.   C
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The Jorba - TOWEL RAIL FOR COLUMN

This cleverly designed towel rail is a beautiful, functional, high end accessory for 
Eskimo’s Column radiator. Allowing you to apply a rail, or rails, when needed. 
Without ugly fixings, without difficulty, ‘The Jorba’ fits to any size Column radiator. 
A stunning open ended form that is both beautiful and practical.

19

Height (mm) - 50mm
Length (mm) - 465mm
Depth (mm) - 97mm

Price - £115 + VAT

Available in Polished Aluminium.
Or a colour.

Carefully slide the rail upwards to the 
hanging position you desire. Due to 
‘The Jorba’s’ tapered form the rail will 
grip Column’s tubes in all the right places. 
You are now ready to hang your towels.

As with puzzle pieces, carefully position 
the Column towel rail under the bottom 
base of the radiator. Connecting the 
rail’s elliptical gaps with the radiator’s 
elliptical tubes.
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OUTLINE - CONCRETE 
The ‘pit and pock’ beauty of real concrete.

Heights (mm) - 240 (electric 290), 430 (elec. 470), 600 (elec. 650), 800 (elec. 750), 1000 (elec.1050), 
1500 (elec. 1400), 1800 (elec. 1900). Add 24mm to veneer finish models. Bespoke heights up to 3000mm
Lengths (mm) - 240, 430 (electric 460), 600 (elec. 700), 800, 1000 (elec. 1050), 1200 (elec. 1100), (elec. 1400), 
1500, 1600, 2000 (elec. 2100). Add 24mm to veneer finish models. Bespoke lengths up to 3000mm
Outputs (watts @ Delta T50) - 372w (394w electric) to 3333w (2890w electric)

Price range electric standard  - £575 + VAT > £4,054 + VAT
Price range water standard - £473 + VAT > £4,298 + VAT
Price range water bespoke sizes - Price on enquiry. Price range Pop - Price on enquiry.

Colours:
29 standard RAL colours available 
Or choose any other RAL or paint colour that you like 
using our colour matching service
Metallic colours; Fopp, Maggie, Compost
Blackboard
Pop (prices on enquiry)

Metal finishes:
Supermirror
Brassy
Gong & Rusty - patinated brass, copper or steel
Brushed Stainless
Plated finishes (see pg 70)

Veneer finishes: 
Concrete
Woody - Oak, Fumed Oak, Walnut, Pippy Oak, 
Zebrano, Tropical Olive
Or match to your interior design using our veneer 
matching service.
Bamboo
Cliff - natural stone finishes inc. Barren Stone, 
Schistian Slater, Rock Hudson & Earthy Pitt

OUTLINE CENTRAL HEATING & ELECTRIC

The original flat panel design for lovers of clean lines.
Choose from a multitude of stunning surface finishes.
With or without matching towel bars. With or without valves on show. 
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Accessories: Towel bars available for this model. 
Hidden valves available for water models. 
For electric Outlines we integrate receivers to ‘pair & go’ 
with the TYDOM home automation system.
Magnetic Oak chalk holders are available to 
accessorise Outline Blackboard models. 

Lead time: 4-6 weeks. Special finishes 6-8 weeks.

Valves: Standard Outline radiators have 
bottom end connections.
We recommend a set of angled valves 
if the pipes come from the wall. 
Straight if from the floor.

Valves: Hinge & Bracket hidden valve 
Outline radiators are delivered with a set of 
chrome TRV thermostatic valves included. 

Connections: Standard Outline have bottom end 
connections. 

Product material: Black anodised aluminium radiator 
throughout with various front fascias.
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OUTLINE - CONCRETE 
In both electric or hidden valve water options,
the clean lines of Outline are exquisite.
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OUTLINE - CONCRETE 
When you select the 95mm deep model, with hidden valve Hinge & Bracket. 
You get approximately double the heat output and a stunningly monolithic concrete form. 



OUTLINE - RAL 9016 MATT TRAFFIC WHITE 
Affordable, high performance, clean lined, subtle matt white radiators.
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OUTLINE - RAL 9016 MATT TRAFFIC WHITE 
Perfect for alcoves and small spaces. Aesthetically ‘quiet’ heating 
products that blend beautifully within any space.
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OUTLINE - WOODY - NOW IN ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY BAMBOO  
Combining the unique aesthetic properties of wood or bamboo, 
with the thermal performance of aluminium. 
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Every year the parent bamboo plant develops new stems. 
These new stems can be harvested after 5 years in a mature plantation 
without decreasing the size of the forest. Regular harvesting actually 
improves the growth of the bamboo.
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OUTLINE - WOODY - Veneer match service available.  
Combining the unique aesthetic properties of wood, 
with the thermal performance of aluminium.  
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OUTLINE - WOODY - Veneer match service available.  
Utilising our hidden valve options, the beauty of the wood, in this case Oak, is able to become the 
focal point. Its functionality is hidden.
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OUTLINE - RUSTY 
Hand patinated steel front fascia on an aluminium radiator, 
sealed with a hardwax oil to lock in its beauty. A stunning palette of Autumnal tones.
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The great news is that your Rusty radiator 
is always a ‘one off’ unique piece.

The bad news is that Rusty’s patinated 
steel finish is not for the control freaks out 
there. The nature of this collection means 
that you have to get back to nature a 
little bit and let Eskimo help you to let go. 
Hand patinated finishes are unique every 
time and cannot be controlled. As with all 
hand patinated techniques, there is 
a spectrum of results. From uniformity 
of pattern to more fluid movements of 
pattern. Autumnal tones to black depths. 
You won’t know what you’re getting until 
you receive it. 
If you have seen a sample in a showroom, 
or received a sample of the finish, please 
be aware that this is purely a representation 
of what some of the surface finish could 
look like. It will not be exactly the same. 

OUTLINE - GONG - DUSKY MOODSTRESS FINISH
Beautifully patinated brass front fascia, applied to 
Eskimo’s super-powerful aluminium radiators.
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OUTLINE - GONG - BRASSY KNOLL FINISHPA
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GONG finishes cannot be controlled beyond the method that Eskimo have 
selected. Your GONG will be close to the colour and tone that you see in 
the pictures – however, the patination (pattern) can vary from a very subtle 
‘speckles’ to more fluid ‘swirls’. Each GONG radiator is absolutely unique. 

OUTLINE - GONG - MIGHTY MAGMAS PA
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OUTLINE - SUPERMIRROR   
A high performance aluminium radiator with a stunning, super highly polished 
stainless steel reflective finish. Reflective, anti-mist surface - great for bathrooms.  
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OUTLINE - BRASSY   
Golden and glamorous real brass fascia. Allow the 
natural evolution of this stunning metal. Or get buff, and buff. 
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OUTLINE - COLOUR MATCH - (This example is F&B Skimming Stone)   
Select a RAL colour or match to a paint colour of your choice.
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OUTLINE - COLOUR MATCH - (This example is F&B Hague Blue)   
Select a RAL colour or match to a paint colour of your choice.
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OUTLINE - BRUSHED STAINLESS   
Stunning utilitarian finish. Brushed stainless sits beautifully with cool colour palettes, 
concrete and contrasting warm woods.
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OUTLINE - CLIFF - BARREN STONE FINISH 
Exquisite natural stone veneer collection, inspired by the dramatic British coast. PA
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OUTLINE - CLIFF - SCHISTIAN SLATER FINISH 
Exquisite natural stone veneer collection, inspired by the dramatic British coast. 



OUTLINE - CLIFF - EARTHY PITT FINISH 
Exquisite natural stone veneer collection, 
inspired by the dramatic British coast. 
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OUTLINE - CLIFF - ROCK HUDSON FINISH 
Exquisite natural stone veneer collection, 
inspired by the dramatic British coast. 

Bacchus by artist Matt Busher
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OUTLINE - BLACKBOARD
A softly sophisticated matt black radiator and a playful, useful blackboard.
With or without magnetic oak chalk holders. With or without hidden valves. 
Electric or Water.PA
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OUTLINE - POP
A pop art inspired six colour resin surface. Functional art, by Eskimo & Mirrl.
Just as Warhol collaborated with Basquiat and Pollock collaborated with Beaton – Eskimo collaborated with Mirrl. 
POP is a pop art inspired six colour resin surface, designed and created as a piece of functional art. POP can be square in orientation. 
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GORDON - FLASH DRYING TOWEL RAIL
Go vertical for a good looking, space saving, power economising, flash drying towel rail.

Dimensions (mm) H X L X D watts £
single 1000 x 208 x 112 200 216

GORDON - stock size & price list - excluding VAT

Stock finishes; fine textured matt dark grey, black or white.
Subject to stock availability. Prices may increase seasonally, 

contact Eskimo on 0207 117 0110.

GORDON ELECTRIC

Eskimo’s range of beautifully slender aluminium vertical towel rails in a fine matt 
textured finish. Stunning and practical.
Flash dries your towels three times faster than a ladder rail.
Space saving and energy efficient. Go vertical, change is good. 

Heights (mm) - 480, 1000
Lengths (mm) - 208, 472
Depths (mm) - 112
Outputs (watts @ Delta T50) - 85w, 200w, 400w

Stock sizes:

Other sizes:
Baby Gordon - 480mm H x 208mm W x 112mm D - £176 + VAT
Double Gordon - 1000mm H x 472mm W x 112mm D - £432 + VAT

Colours:
3 stock colours available. Fine textured matt dark grey, black, white.
Or choose any other RAL or paint colour that you like using our colour matching service.

Accessories: Enquire with your retailer about switches. 
Or go to our website http://eskimodesign.co.uk/complimentary-products/

Lead time: 2-3 days for stock sizes (subject to availability). 2-4 weeks for everything else.

Connections: Flex behind.

Product material: Aluminium throughout.
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GORDON - FLASH DRYING ELECTRIC TOWEL RAIL
Single, in fine textured matt black. VE
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GORDON - FLASH DRYING ELECTRIC TOWEL RAIL
Single, in fine textured matt white.
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GORDON - FLASH DRYING ELECTRIC TOWEL RAIL
Single, in fine textured matt dark grey. VE
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GORDON - FLASH DRYING TOWEL RAIL
Dries your towels three times faster than a ladder rail. Go vertical, change is good.
Matt fine textured, non slip colours as standard; Dark Grey, Black or White. 
Single Gordon is a stock product, 2-3 day delivery. Subject to availability.

53

GORDON - FLASH DRYING ELECTRIC TOWEL RAIL
  Double, in fine textured matt dark grey.
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Colours:
29 standard RAL colours available 
Or choose any other RAL or paint colour that you like 
using our colour matching service
Metallic colours; Fopp, Maggie, Compost
Blackboard

Accessories: 
Hidden valves available for water models. 
For electric Holy Rail we integrate receivers to ‘pair & 
go’ with the TYDOM home automation system.

Lead time: 4-6 weeks. 

Valves: 
Standard Holy Rail radiators have bottom end con-
nections. We recommend a set of angled valves 
if the pipes come from the wall. Straight if from the floor.

THE HOLY RAIL - CENTRAL HEATING OR ELECTRIC

A two colour towel rail with dual purpose, warming your towels & heating your room 
Eskimo’s powerful Outline radiator, with a front fascia housing large towel slots
A splash of colour, a lot of heat and toasty towels

Valves: 
Hinge & Bracket hidden valve Holy Rail radiators 
are delivered with a set of chrome TRV thermostatic 
valves included. 

Connections: 
Standard Holy Rail have bottom end 
connections. 

Product material: 
Black anodised aluminium radiator throughout with 
powder coated steel front fascias.
 

Dimensions (mm) Output Output
height x length x 

depth
(watts)  Btu's/Hr

HR50120-C 1200 x 500 x 110 1089 3717 1004
HR50150-C 1500 x 500 x 110 1390 4744 1069
HR50180-C 1800 x 500 x 110 1691 5771 1159
HR65120-C 1200 x 650 x 110 1633 5573 1104
HR65150-C 1500 x 650 x 110 2085 7116 1212
HR65180-C 1800 x 650 x 110 2537 8659 1287
Hidden manual valve option + £110

The Holy Rail central heating towel warmer/radiator price list 2018 - 
excluding VAT

Eskimo 
Standard 
Colours £

"Hinge & Bracket" - Eskimo's hidden thermostatic valve option + £242
All heat outputs in this list are calculated in accordance with BS EN442, based 
on a Delta T of 60¼ C - for an explanation of this and to calculate performance 
at different Delta Ts please see the technical pages in the brochure or on the Connections are 1/2" BSP opposite end underside unless otherwise specified
All Eskimo products are manufactured in the UK

Dimensions (mm) Output Output
height x length x 

depth
(watts)  Btu's/Hr

HR46140-C 1400 x 460 x 110 1160 3959 1155
HR46190-C 1900 x 460 x 110 1740 5938 1333

DER models come fitted with wireless receivers ready to pair 
with any of our Tydom controls

The Holy Rail Electric towel warmer/radiator price list 2018 - 
excluding VAT

Eskimo 
Standard 
Colours £
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OUTLINE - TWO COLOUR TOWEL WARMER - THE HOLY RAIL
A splash of colour, a lot of heat and toasty towels
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SQUARE COLUMN - In anodised Titanium finish
A powerfully monolithic presence, this water model is a sleek, space saving solution.

56

PLATED FINISHES FOR ESKIMO’S OUTLINE RADIATORS 
This example is Gunmetal, matching a client’s Watermark Collection bathroom.
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Outline electric radiators
Eskimo spent over 2 years in research and 
development of Outline “dry electric” modular 
heating element. Coupling a high efficiency, natural 
convection aluminium heat exchanger to a powerful 
electric resistance heating element, the design 
has been honed to provide the maximum heat 
output without resorting to noisy and impossible to 
clean fans, or the very high surface temperatures 
associated with radiant heating panels.

What this means to our customers
Eskimo’s electric range delivers huge heat outputs 
from radiators that are, in most cases, smaller than 
their central heating cousins.

There is no visible control gear – all you see is the 
geometric shape of the radiator with a power cable 
exiting from the underside. They are lightweight with 
a low thermal mass. This makes them quick to heat 
up and cool down making them highly controllable, 
saving electricity costs over the life of the product 
compared to underfloor heating or storage heaters. 
Coupled with a programmable thermostatic system 
we calculate that you can save between 12 & 18% of 
your energy costs compared to the alternatives.

Unlike most products on the market they are not 
cannibalised versions of central heating radiators with 
a heating element added on. They are not fluid filled, 
making them more reliable (no fluid to cause leaks), 
more controllable and with an even distribution of 
heat across the surface of the radiator.  They provide 
a good split between radiant heat (the heat you feel 
from a fire or the sun) and convected heat (raising the 
temperature by moving warm air around the room). 
A much more comfortable and pleasant environment.

They are incredibly easy to install. In RAL9016 Matt 
Traffic White, they are a very cost effective alternative 
for commercial and hotel interiors. 

Electric controls
When it comes to controllability, Eskimo have teamed 
with Delta Dore. A company of incredible innovators 
and who we have collaborated with, with regards to 
controlling our electric products and home automation.
It’s worth noting that all electric radiators must offer 
and incorporate a system providing controllability, 
under the Lot 20 Ecodesign compliancy. Eskimo meet 
this legislation integrating receivers ready to ‘pair & go’ 
on site and the TYDOM system we offer is a new 
generation of home automation solution, to ‘cherry 
pick’ controls that meet your particular needs. 

Affordable and simplistic, with no hidden updates or 
expensive add ons. TYDOM enables you to control 
your heating, lighting, windows, music, alarm. In fact 
any controllable products, locally or remotely, from a 
Smartphone or tablet. TYDOM makes life easier, more 
comfortable and secure. You can even make energy 
savings too. What we love is that the system uses 
radio frequency (RF) rather than wifi, which, as you 
know, can be problematic.  In a ‘nutshell’ WIFI vs X3D, 
secure Radio Frequency by Delta Dore = Stronger, 
better scalability, exceptionally stable & more secure. 
In conjunction with a lower frequency to help 
everything from battery health to your own personal health.
 
Without subscription, each TYDOM solution can 
include a gateway and an application to control the 
connected devices. Depending on what you need for 
your space. When it comes to controlling your Eskimo 
radiators, take a look at the decision making flow 
chart opposite.

INNOVATIVE ELECTRIC PRODUCTS 
Electric radiators and electric controls 
Complete controllability to save you money, save energy and look good. 
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Hidden, integrated receiver  

3
TYBOX  5101X3D wireless room thermostat

33
TYBOX  5101X3D wireless room thermostatTYBOX  5101X3D wireless room thermostat

 
TYDOM 1.0 gateway

3
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BRUSHED NICKEL
Manual valve set, Series C, angled, in brushed nickel.
Complete valve sets only, supplied.
Part no. MV-OC-A-B

Ottinetti provide options 
for both thermostatic and 
manual valves, available 
in a multitude of finishes. 
Valves that don’t let their 
radiators down in visual 
appeal or performance. 

Thermostatic 
and manual sets.

Metal finishes
Brushed nickel
Chrome
Gold
Matt
Antique copper
   
Colours   
White
Black

Configuration   
Angled  
Straight  
Corner left
Corner right  

OTTINETTI VALVES
The perfect accompaniment. The perfect partnership
After scouring the planet for the perfect valves to match Eskimo’s aesthetic and 
quality standards, Ottinetti shone out as the best valves available anywhere.

ANTIQUE COPPER
Thermostatic valve set, TRV Series D, corner left hand flow, 
in antique copper.
Complete valve sets only, supplied.
Part no. TRV-OD-CL-CU.

MATT
Manual valve set, Series C, angled, in matt.
Complete valve sets only, supplied.
Part no. MV-OC-A-M

WHITE
Options available.

GOLD
Thermostatic TRV head, Series D, in Gold
Part of a complete set, options available.
Part no. TRV-OD-A-G (for an angled set).

CHROME
Thermostatic TRV Series B head in polished chrome.
Complete valve sets only, supplied.
Part no. TRV-OB-A-P (for an angled set).

We really love the Series B TRV head option
for all finishes, but it really is a matter of personal 
taste. So we offer Series A, Series C and 
Series D sets too.

Some examples are given here.
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Even though, in Ottinetti, we have selected the 
world’s most beautiful valves to partner our radiators 
they can be a distraction from our clean lines. We’ve 
resolved this with our hidden valve solution, Hinge & 
Bracket for Outline radiators.
 
Hinge and Bracket Outline radiators are hinged at 
the top and are opened by pushing the bottom of the 
radiator inwards slightly to release a latch. 

The radiator then pivots forward on the top hinges 
with the use of two gas struts that take the weight 
of the radiator and keep it open while you adjust the 
valves to your desired temperature. Then pushed 
back into position until the latch engages. 

Radiator dimensions must be at least 430mm 
wide/high to incorporate the included set of chrome 
thermostatic valves and hinge system.

HIDDEN VALVES AND HINGE & BRACKET - FOR LOVERS OF A CLEAN LINE
Valves are an important part of a heating system - they allow the radiator to be 
controlled and maintained, but at least with Eskimo’s hidden valve systems, they 
can become your dirty little secret if you want.
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NON STANDARD CONNECTION POSITIONS
 

Both Outline and Ron radiators can be specified with 
alternative connection positions at an additional cost 
of £120 + VAT per radiator. 

As standard, Outline radiators use positions B & C.
To specify the connection positions in the part number,
follow this example. For a Get Up 2000mm high x 
430mm wide x 95mm deep in Supermirror finish. With 
one connection on the top right hand face and one on 
the bottom left hand side face. 43200D-SM-AY

Standard Outline connection positions are 33mm in 
from the corner of the radiator. Inlet and outlet do not 
have to be specified.
NOTE: You cannot specify both connections on one 
corner i.e. connection positions AB or VX etc.

As standard, Ron radiators use positions A & D. 
Other connection positions can be specified as shown.

To specify the connection positions in the part number
follow this example. For a Ron 1800mm high x 416mm 
wide x 110mm D in polished aluminium. With one 
connection on the right hand face at the side and one 
on the bottom left hand face. RON-18-416-P-AZ

Inlet and outlet do not have to be specified.
NOTE: You cannot specify both connections on one 
corner i.e. connection positions AB or CD.
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TOWEL RAIL POSITIONS - OUTLINE
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TOWEL RAIL POSITIONS - RON
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You’ve received your radiator and now comes the 
installation part. In this case we are talking wet 
system radiators. Whether you’re the handy sort and 
installing yourself. Or you’ve booked in a plumber, the 
crucial part of ensuring that your radiators work 
perfectly, is bleeding and balancing. What comes 
first? Bleeding? Or balancing? Well, the first thing 
an installer will do is to make sure that your system 
is flushed, has inhibitor in and is vented (bled). If your 
system doesn’t have inhibitor in, it could become 
corrosive causing major, terminal issues to your 
radiators. 

If your system isn’t bled and balanced, then you’re 
going to experience annoying cold spots on your 
radiators. This isn’t terminal so don’t worry, your 
radiator isn’t damaged and you haven’t received a 
badly designed radiator. It’s a very simple and a very 
common issue. A huge majority of technical calls are 
from people that haven’t had their system bled 
and balanced properly as a matter of course on 
installation. Venting, or bleeding as it’s more 
commonly known, means to fully remove all of the air 
in the radiators. So you need to bleed your radiators 
first. Most of you will know how to bleed a radiator 
but what’s important to remember is that you need 
to turn off your heat first before bleeding. This is 
because as an active heating system can introduce 
more air into the system. You want your radiator’s 
contents to settle completely before releasing the air 
trapped within. Allow time for the heat in your system 
to dissipate, then feel all over your radiator for heat. If 
any part of your radiator is still hot, wait for it to cool 
completely before proceeding to the next step. If in 
doubt about bleeding your radiators, check out the 
Eskimo technical help file ‘venting procedure‘.

Then comes the balancing, not so commonly 
understood but easily learnt. If you want some 
thorough technical help, have a read of our Eskimo 
technical help file ‘radiator balancing’. However, at its 
simplest, balancing just means adjusting the radiator 
valves so that the radiators all heat up at the same 
rate. If a radiator is too cool, it needs more hot water 
flowing through it, and if another is too hot, then the 
flow through it needs restricting.

Balancing may be necessary any time radiators are 
fitted in an existing system or upon the installation of 
an entire heating system. If a system is not properly 
balanced it will result in one or more radiators not 
heating up properly, or not heating up at all. A basic 
explanation of what balancing involves is helped by 
an understanding of the way water behaves when 
flowing through any pipe-work system and what is 
meant by pressure drop. Pressure drop describes the 
effect of friction on the water flowing through 
pipes – the resistance to the flow of the water. This 
resistance is increased by twists and turns and will 
be higher in a smaller diameter pipe than it will be in 
a larger one. It’s also increased every time the water 
flows from a pipe of one diameter to a pipe of a 
different diameter or through a valve. Pressure drop 
is measured in Bar or PSI and essentially the water 
pump has to generate enough pressure to overcome 
the total pressure drop (can also be called pressure 
loss) in the system. Every radiator will have a differ-
ent pressure drop. Combine this with the fact that the 
pipes flowing to and from each radiator will be of 
different lengths and take straighter or more 
circuitous routes and you’ll see that the water will 
have to work harder to flow round some radiators in 
your system than others. Lazy water – the water 

A BALANCED BLEEDING BIT OF INFORMATION 
ABOUT YOUR COLD SPOTS 
The importance of ensuring that your installer balances your system 
and bleeds your radiators
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flowing around your system is essentially lazy. It will 
follow the path of least resistance. If radiator A and 
its associated pipe-work has a lower pressure drop 
than radiator B, then more of the water will flow to 
radiator A. If the pressure drop through radiator B 
and its pipes are much higher than radiator A then it 
won’t bother going through radiator B at all. 
That’s why, we often hear that a radiator upstairs 
or on the far end of a system, is the one that is 
having problems.

Balancing is a simple operation that any competent 
householder should be able to do too. I stand by 
that because I’ve done it myself and I had a fear of 
carrying out such a heuristic and seemingly technical 
activity. Your installer will have completed this for you 
though as a matter of course, but if for some reason 
this has been missed, give them a call as they’ll want 
to rectify this. So we know that balancing is the name 
for the procedure that ensures that each radiator in 
the system has a roughly equal pressure drop and is 
done by using the lockshield valve on the return side 
of the radiator (the downstream side). 

Start by fully opening the main wheel valves or TRVs 
on all the radiators. Then unscrew or prise off the 
plastic caps on the lockshield valves. In most cases 
this will reveal a half-moon-section brass spindle 
sticking out of the top of the valve, which can be 
turned using a small adjustable spanner. Try to avoid 
using pliers, as the jaws might slip and burr the spindle.

Then, starting with the radiator nearest the boiler, 
close the lockshield valve completely off (fully clockwise) 
and then open it a one-quarter turn. Do the same 
with the next radiator, this time opening it three-
eights of a turn. And so on until the radiator furthest 
from the boiler, which should have the lockshield 
valve fully open.

With the boiler and pump running, see how quickly 
the radiators warm up and how comfortable the 
rooms are. Make further small adjustments until the 
system is balanced to your satisfaction. Then replace 
the plastic covers on the lockshield valves. 

A more precise method is to use a pair of clip-on pipe 
thermometers on the flow and return pipes at either 
end of the radiator. Starting with the radiator nearest 
the boiler, adjust the lockshield valve until you get a 
temperature drop. This temperature drop will usually 
be something between 10ºC and 20ºC depending on 
your system – if in doubt go for 12ºC across the two 
pipes – they key is to ensure that the temperature 
drop is the same across each radiator. Then move on 
to the others in turn.

Bleeding and balancing makes a World of difference 
once you know about it because there is nothing 
more frustrating for customers when their radiators 
are just not heating up or have cold spots. 
What we can reassure you is that your radiator is not 
faulty. Bleeding and balancing is the issue and it’s 
easily solved. So don’t get mad with your radiator, 
vent your radiator instead and experience a more 
balanced home.
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RON - SPECIAL FINISHES - SUBLIMATION PRINTING

OUTLINE - PATINATED METALS; BRASS, COPPER AND STEEL

OUTLINE RESIN OUTLINE BLACKBOARD

RON - METAL FINISHES

GONG - DUSKY MOODSTRESS

RUSTY 

COPPER PIPE

POP BLACKBOARD

GOLD

SHIPYARD

POLISHED ALUMINIUM

ANTIQUE

MATT ALUMINIUM

GONG - BRASSY KNOLL GONG - MIDNIGHT CALLER GONG - MIGHTY MAGMAS

ESKIMO SPECIAL FINISHES
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ESKIMO SPECIAL FINISHES
A SMALL EXAMPLE OF SOME OF OUR OUTLINE PLATED FINISHES

SATIN BRASS ANTIQUE BRASS

POLISHED NICKEL

POLISHED ROSE GOLDBRUSHED GUNMETEAL

ANTIQUE COPPER 2 POLISHED COPPERANTIQUE COPPER 1
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Our platers are highly skilled craftsmen and craftswomen who have the capability of providing one of the 
largest varieties of metal finishes in the UK. They can match most samples provided, this is their speciality. So 
if you want your Eskimo Outline radiator to match your bathroom accessories; showers, taps, then we can do 
that for you.

Antique Finishes - A large variety of antique finishes which include antique brass, antique copper, antique 
bronze, to mention a few. These finishes come in many shades and are often matched to samples provided or 
finished to our basic standard.

Bronzing - Our highly experienced team usually complete this finish by hand with the use of abrasive pads, 
normally sealed with lacquer or wax which can be in variety of shades.

Satin and Brushed - We offer a complete range of Satin and Brushed finishes which include Satin Brass and 
Satin Copper. Satin finishes are usually sealed with Electrophoretic lacquer, cured at 160c.

Decorative finishes - Finishes include Polished Nickel, Polished Copper, Nickel Black and Polished Rose Gold.

70

ESKIMO SPECIAL FINISHES
OUTLINE REAL METAL FINISHES

OUTLINE STONE VENEERS

OUTLINE WOOD VENEERS

OUTLINE SUSTAINABLE

OUTLINE CONCRETE

WOODY - OAK

WOODY - PIPPY OAK

CLIFF - EARTHY PIT

WOODY - FUMED OAK

WOODY - ZEBRANO

CLIFF - BARREN STONE

WOODY - WALNUT

WOODY - TROPICAL OLIVE

CLIFF - SCHISTIAN SLATER

BAMBOO

WOODY - ROSEWOOD

BRASSY CONCRETESUPERMIRRORBRUSHED

CLIFF - ROCK HUDSON
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T: +44 (0)207 117 0110     E: hello@eskimodesign.co.uk
Eskimo Products Ltd, Studio 53, Spike Island, 133 Cumberland Road, Bristol BS1 6UX, UK

www.eskimodesign.co.uk

HOW TO CLEAN YOUR ESKIMO RADIATOR SURFACE  
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
Some like to maintain an original, some see the beauty in natural ageing over time. 
One thing’s for sure, Eskimo’s radiators are all beautiful.

Gong 
It is not recommended that you try to clean or add 
anything to the patinated surface. It should not be 
necessary to have to clean the surface. At most, a 
yellow duster or soft muslin cloth can be used to 
polish. Spillages or anything of that sort should be 
removed immediately with soft tissue. 
All standard cleaning products are a bad idea as 
they will, at best, attack the wax, at worst, damage 
the patina. If cleaning is really necessary, the 
radiator should be allowed to cool and then a very 
dilute sugar soap solution can be used with soft 
muslin and then dried thoroughly with tissue. 
No abrasives should be used or applied and you 
should not attempt to wax the radiator.

Rusty
As Gong, above.

Gold anodised finish
Gently clean with soapy water and then buff with a 
dry lint free cloth.

Matt aluminium finish
Gently clean with soapy water and then buff with a 
dry lint free cloth.

Polished finish 
Any mirror cleaner. Use Brasso for stains.

Pop resin finish 
For most dirt and stains use a soft cloth with warm 
soapy water. For more stubborn dirt or stains use a 
white Scotch-Brite® pad and a non-abrasive cleaner.

Brushed Stainless
Clean with a stainless steel cleaner, no abrasives, 
then rub down with baby oil along the grain for a 
smear-free sheen.

RAL colour finishes (inc. metallics: Maggie, Fop, 
Compost, The Fronze gunmetal/bronze colour finish
and the NEW sublimation prints). 
Any multisurface cleaner suitable for kitchen 
worktops but no abrasives.

Supermirror & Brassy, plated Polished Copper
Any glass cleaner suitable for use on mirrors. If you 
suffer any particularly bad staining or tarnishing, try 
gently buffing with Brasso. 

Concrete 
Use water or any multisurface cleaner with a lint free 
cloth or soft brush.

Woody & Bamboo
Woody’s Oak veneers are lacquered so we suggest a 
spray furniture polish.

Cliff
As Cliff is a natural stone finish, we recommend that 
you use a damp lint free cloth. Do not scrub, gently 
apply the cloth.

Plated finishes
All plated finishes must not be cleaned with any 
abrasives, just use a soft cloth, or ‘baby wipe’ 
equivalent material.
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